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Abstract 
It is shown to be undecidable whether an c-free finite substitution and a two-state simple 
E-free ngsm are equivalent on {a, b}*. Consequently, the state-minimization of such ngsm’s 
and the nonterminal-minimization of linear grammars having two nonterminals are undecidable. 
Applications to some other decision problems concerning E-free finite substitutions and linear 
grammars are also given. Finally it is shown that the time-equivalence problem is undecidable 
for propagating OL systems, i.e., for iterated c-free finite substitutions. This solves an open 
problem presented in [4]. 
1. Introduction and preliminaries 
Griffiths [l] has shown that the equivalence problem for E-free nondeterministic 
generalized sequential machines (ngsm’s) is undecidable. Ibarra [3] proved the same 
for E-free ngsm’s whose input (output) alphabet consists of a single symbol. Using 
an endmarker these machines can be transformed into simple E-free ngsm’s in which 
the initial state is the only accepting state. The rational transduction generated by a 
simple E-free ngsm can be expressed as compositions h;’ o hi oh,’ and f3 o f2-' oft 
where each hi and fi is an a-free mo~hism (see [lo]). This makes it possible to prove 
various undecidability results concerning the equivalence of morphic compositions on 
languages (see [S, 6,111) 
If z1 and z2 are many-valued mappings from C* into A* (C and d are finite 
alphabets) and L is a subset of C*, we say that ZI and ~2 are equivalent on L if 
z,(w) = Q(W) for all w in L. 
Each E-free finite substitution rs : Z* -+ A* is generated by an E-free one-state ngsm 
and can be written as a composition g o h-’ where h and g are c-free mo~hisms and 
h is length-preserving. It is an open problem whether the equivalence of two e-free 
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finite substitutions on a regular language is decidable (cf. [4,6]). We prove that it is 
undecidable whether an a-free finite substitution and a simple a-free two-state ngsm are 
equivalent on {a, b}* (Theorem 1). As applications we then strengthen some earlier 
undecidability results concerning a-free finite substitutions (Theorems 2 and 3), linear 
languages, and OL systems (Theorems 4 and 5). Especially, we show that the following 
problem from [4] is undecidable: Given two s-free finite substitutions cri and 02 on 
{a, b,c,d}*, does the equality a:(d) = o;(d) hold for all k> l? In fact, this problem is 
undecidable even if al(a) = C~(CI) for each CI in {a,b,d} and at(c) = (~2(c)U{w} for 
some word w. Our results sharpen the borderline between decidable and undecidable. 
The crucial tools are from [3, lo]. 
In what follows, a nondeterministic generalized sequential machine is written as 
a sixtuple M = (S, C, A,H,so,F) where S is a set of states, .Z is an input alphabet, 
A is an output alphabet, H is a finite subset of S x Z x A* x S (the set of moves), 
SO E S is the initial state, and F 2 S is the set of accepting states. A4 is called s-free 
if H C S x C x A+ x S, and simple if F = {SO}. The same symbol M will be used 
to mean the rational transduction generated by M. If cards = 1, this transduction is a 
finite substitution. 
A OL system is a triple (C,a,u) where C is a finite alphabet, o is in C*, and 
CJ : C* -+ C* is a finite substitution. The system is propagating if CJ is s-free. The 
language generated by (C, ~7, CD) is the union of all sets ok(o) with k 2 0. 
2. Finite substitutions and ngsm’s 
Ibarra [3] showed that the equivalence and state-minimization problems are un- 
decidable for unary input s-free ngsm’s. We strengthen these results into the following 
form: 
Theorem 1. It is undecidable, given an E-free one-state ngsm and an E-free two-state 
simple ngsm, whether they are equivalent on {a, b}*. There exists no algorithm for 
constructing, for a given E-free two-state simple ngsm A4 = ({qo,ql}, {a, b}, {a, b}, 
HM, qo, {qo}), a state-minimal ngsm equivalent o M. 
Proof. In his proof of the undecidability of the equivalence problem Ibarra used 
an s-free finite substitution r and an e-free ngsm T = (S, {a}, A,H,sl,F) such that 
T(w) C T(W) for all w in a*. Hence it is undecidable whether the opposite inclusion 
holds for all w in a’. (Ibarra considered the equivalence on a+.) Using this as our start- 
ing point we first construct an s-free simple ngsm T, = (Sl, {a, b}, A U {b}, HI, SO, {SO}) 
where b and SO are new symbols, Si = {SO} US = {s~,sl ,...,sn}, and 
Hl =H U {(so,b,b,so)} U {(So,~,x,Si) I (sl,~x,si) is in H) 
U{(si,b,b,~g)Isi is in F}. 
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Clearly, Tt(b) = {b} and Tt(akb) = T(&)(b) f or all k > 0. Extending the domain 
of r we define r(b) = {b}. Consequently, it is undecidable whether 7(&b) C Tt(&b) 
for all k20. 
On the other hand, Tt(w) = cp-‘gh-‘(w) for all w in {u,b}*, where h : HI + 
{u,b}*, g:H, -(AU {b,c})*, and cp: AU {6}+(AU {b,c})* are c-free morphisms 
defined by 
h(Y) = 4 g(y) = cl/?rcllfiz . . . cnp,c”-J, P(B) = PC” 
for all y = (si,cC,p1 . . . pr,sj) in Ht (see [lo] or [ll]). In these definitions c is 
a new symbol. We now observe that the inclusion r(ukb) 2 Tt(ukb) holds if and only 
if cpt(&b) C gh-‘(&b). Denote ~1 = cpr and 72 = gh-‘. Since h is length-preserving 
and g is c-free, zt and ~2 are s-free finite substitutions. So it is undecidable whether 
rt(ukb) c z2(ukb) for all k>O. Since r(b) = Tt(b) = {b} and (so, b, b,so) is in HI, it 
follows that zl(b) = {bc”} C Tz(b). Using an encoding we may now assume that the tar- 
get alphabet of rt and ~2 is {a, b}. Then let M = ({q,-,,ql}, {a, b}, {a, b},HM,qa, (90)) 
be an s-free simple ngsm where HM consists of the following moves: 
(i) (qo,a,x,ql),(ql,a,x,ql),(ql,b,y,qo) with x in rl(a) and Y in rt(b); 
(ii) (q0,a,x,qo),(q0,b,y,qo) with x in 72(u) and Y in rZ(b). 
We show that the following three conditions are pairwise equivalent: 
zl(ukb)cz2(ukb) for all k&O, (1) 
A4(ukb) = z2(ukb) for all k20, (2) 
M(w) = +2(w) for all w in {u,b}*. (3) 
Clearly, M(b) = 72(b) and, for each k > 0, A4(ukb) is the union of z2(ukb) and of the 
sets z2(u’)zl(&‘b) with Odi < k. Hence (1) implies (2). 
Assume (2) holds, and let w be an arbitrary word from {a, b}*. If w = E or if 
w is a power of a, then (3) holds by (i) and (ii). In the remaining case w has the 
form wr . . . ~,.a’ where r > 1 and each wj is in u*b. By the definition on M we have 
M(wt . . . ~,a’) = M(wl). . ~M(w,)M(u’) whence M(w) = z*(w) by (2). Thus (2) 
implies (3). 
Finally, assume (3) holds. So, in particular, A4(ukb) = zz(u“b) for all k>O. For 
k = 0, we found before that z,(b) C rI(b). For any k > 0, 71(&b) is a subset 
of M(ukb) by (i). Thus (1) holds. 
Since it was undecidable whether (1) holds, the same can be said about (3). Hence 
the first assertion of Theorem 1 follows. The second is an easy consequence of the 
first. 0 
Maon showed in [6] that the equivalence of the inverses of two s-free finite substi- 
tutions on a regular language is undecidable. We can now state the following. 
Theorem 2. The following problems are undecidable for the cluss of all E-free finite 
substitutions (T : {a, b}* -+ {a, b, c}* : 
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(i) Does the equality 01 (w) n {UC, bc}* = o*(w) n {ac,bc}* hold for all w in 
{a, b}*? 
(ii) Does the equality 01(w) n {ac, bc}* = 02(w) hold for all w in {a, b}*? 
(iii) Does the equality a;‘(w) = o;‘(w) hold for all w in {UC, bc}*? 
Proof. Let z2 and A4 be as in the proof of Theorem 1. As for Tl there, we obtain 
M(w) = cp-‘gh-‘(w) for all w in {u,b}*, where now q(u) = UC and cp(b) = bc, 
because the state set of M is {qo, ql}, i.e., II = 1. Therefore, the equality M(w) = 72(w) 
holds if and only if gh-‘(w) n {uc,bc}* = (pzz(w). Since rri = gh-’ and o2 = (~72 
are s-free finite substitutions and o2(w) is a subset of {uc, bc}*, the undecidability 
of (i) and (ii) follows. 
By (i) it is undecidable whether cp-‘al(w) = (p-‘02(w) for all w in {a,b}*. Taking 
the inverses (~-‘oi)-’ = oil’p we get the undecidability of (iii). 0 
The next theorem sharpens some results from [5, 1 I], and is also related to [2]. Note 
that the mapping gh-’ is generated by an s-free one-state sequential transducer, and it 
is a finite substitution if h is length-preserving. 
Theorem 3. It is undecidable, given an E-free jnite substitution cr and two E-free 
morphisms h and g, whether a(w) = gh-‘(w) for all w in {uc,bc}*. It is also 
undecidable whether card G(W) = cardgh-‘(w) for all w in {UC, bc}*. 
Proof. Again, assume 72 and M are as in the proof of Theorem 1. Then M(w) = 
f3f2-* f](w) for all w in {a, b}* if we define the morphisms fi : {a, b} + {a, b, c}‘, 
f2 : HM + {a, b, c}+ and f3 : HM -+ {u,b}+ as follows (see [lo] or [ll]): 
f1(a) = EC, fz((qi,v,qj)) = c’@c’-i, f3((qi, &&qj)) = X. 
Hence it is undecidable whether f3 f;‘f,(w) = Q(W) for all w in {a, b}*. Thus the 
same can be said about the equation fi f3 fzpl fi(w) = fizz(w), since fi is injective. 
It is easy to construct an e-free finite substitution o : {a, b,c}* + {a, b,c}* such that 
flrz(alaz... c(k) = 4fXica2c... QC) for all nonempty words ~11~x2 . . . ctk in {a, b}*. 
Hence it is undecidable whether (fl f3)fzp1(x) = a(x) for all x in {UC, bc}*. Therefore, 
the first assertion in Theorem 3 is true. 
By (ii) in the proof of Theorem 1 we have z2(w) GM(w) for all w in {a, b}*, which 
implies that G(X) C( fi f3)fzm1 (x) for all x in {UC, bc}*. Hence the first part of the proof 
implies the second assertion. 0 
Theorem 3 holds also if {UC, bc}* is replaced by (uc)*bc. On the other hand, 
it is decidable for any given morphisms hi and gi whether glh,‘(w) = gzh;‘(w) 
for all words w over a given alphabet. To see this it is sufficient to consider the 
inclusion glh,‘(w) Ggzh;l(w) which holds for all w if and only if it holds for all 
w such that hi(u) = w for some letter a. Of course, the latter condition is 
decidable. 
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3. Linear grammars and OL systems 
Transforming ngsm’s into linear grammars in Theorem 1 we get the following 
(cf. [8,9]): 
Theorem 4. Each of the following problems is undecidable: 
(i) Do two given linear grammars, one with a single nonterminal and the other 
with two nonterminals, generate the same language? 
(ii) Do two given linear grammars, both with two nonterminals, generate the same 
sentential forms? 
(iii) The nonterminal minimization problem for linear grammars having two non- 
terminals. 
Proof. Let A4, rt and ~2 be as in the proof of Theorem 1. Since conditions (1) and (2) 
were equivalent, it is undecidable whether k4(akb) = z2(akb) for all k 30. Using the 
moves of A4 let Gt be the linear grammar whose productions are qo --+ aqoxR, 90 + 
bcyR, qo + aqlzR, ql 4 aqlzR, and q1 -+ bcwR for all x in 72(a), y in zz(b), z in 
71(a), and w in zl(b). Let the productions of G2 be qo + aqoxR and qo -+ bcyR for 
all x in 72(a) and y in TZ(b). The start symbol of both grammars is qo. It is obvious 
that the equation L(G1) = L(G2) holds if and only if M(akb) = z2(akb) for all k>O. 
Hence (i) is undecidable. This easily implies the undecidability of (iii). 
Let G1 be as above and construct Gi from G2 by adding the productions qo -+ 
aqlzR and q1 +aqlz R for all z in 71(a). Then L(Gi) = L(G2) and the only difference 
between Gt and Gi is the production q1 + bcwR of Gt, where w is in zl(b). (Indeed, 
card 71(b) = 1). It is obvious that the equality L(Gt ) = L( G2) holds if and only if the 
sentential forms of Gt and Gi are the same. Thus (ii) is undecidable. 0 
The first part of the next theorem sharpens a well-known result (see, for instance, [7] 
or [S]) and the second solves an open problem (see [4]). For decidable problems 
concerning unary OL system the reader is referred to [7] and the references given there. 
Theorem 5. The following two problems are undecidable: 
(i) Do two given propagating OL systems with four symbols in their alphabet 
generate the same language? 
(ii) Are two given propagating OL systems ({a,b,c,d},ai,d) (i = 1,2) time- 
equivalent, that is, does the equality a:(d) = at(d) hold for all k >O? 
Proof. Let G, and Gi be as in the previous proof. Two OL systems ({a, b, qo, q1 }, oi, qo) 
are constructed by replacing the occurrences of the symbol c in the productions of G1 
and Gi by qo and adding the productions a + a and b + b. 
More precisely, 
at(qo) = aqor2(a)R U bqor2(b)R U aqtrl(a)R, 
ai = aqlrt(a)R U bqort(b)R, 
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@2(qo) = m(qo), @2(%) = @qlw4R, 
(or = rr2(a) = {IX} for 01 in {a,b}. 
Using the notations Ml = M and I& = 72 we deduce that, for j = 1,2 and for all 
kb0, 
aj(qo) = {WqotP 1 uEMj(w) and 1~1 =: k} 
U {wa’q~a”uR / i > 0, lwa’l = k, u~M~(w), and v~ri(a’)}. 
Consequently, the equality M(w) = Q(W) holds for all w in {a, b}* if and only if 
crf(qo) = ct(qo) for all k 2.0, which in turn holds if and only if lJ crf(qo) = u &qo> 
where the unions are taken over all k 20. Since the first of these conditions was 
undecidable. the theorem follows. Cl 
Note that ai = CJ~(C() for each a in {a,b,qo} and ol(ql) = m(ql) U {bcw~}, 
where w. is the word in 71(b). If a OL system is written as a table of productions, 
we conclude that the independence of a given production in a given OL system is 
undecidable. 
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